
I am committed to holding UJS events in tandem with smaller JSocs, empowering them and 
bringing concrete resources to the regions

I will create a UK and Ireland-wide exchange program where JSocs are paired across the 
nations and supported in creating joint events allowing them to connect, learn from each 
other and create friendships regardless of their location

I will ensure that even the smallest JSocs receive attention through social media takeovers 
and by highlighting their initiatives

Every Jewish student deserves to feel safe and welcomed by UJS. We must ensure 
that UJS acts for the benefit of all of its diverse members. 

The issues facing our Jewish communities are not siloed, we are part of a global 
network, so let’s reinvigorate our global leadership and stand up for our values 

I will work to provide opportunities for our members to connect, network and have 
fun with members of other Jewish Students’ Unions

I will ensure that our members can attend international seminars where they can 
develop skills to help themselves and their community

I will bring international events to us to showcase our community and bring Jews 
together!

Uniting the Regions & Engaging Small Jsocs

Global Jewish Engagement

Representation & Accountability

From being raised in Budapest to now living in the UK, I have a long history of standing up for our 
community through local and international advocacy. Whether through campaigning for the adoption of 
IHRA by our students’ unions or getting campus recognition for Jewish holidays. As UJS president I will 
make sure our Union takes care of all its members and tirelessly works to provide that sense of 
community that has made me proud to be a UJS member!

I will bring back both Liberation Caucuses and Conference to create a safe and supportive 
network for LGBTQ+, Women, and other minority students

I will work with the Sabbatical team to create FND prayer books, making them accessible to all 
religious backgrounds

JSocs are a home away from home during our time at Uni - I will work with JSocs to ensure 
students feel safe, secure, and loved

Coming from a small JSoc I know we can feel isolated from the larger UJS family.

UJS is the oldest Jewish Students Union and we have so much to offer. UJS worked 
to establish the World Union of Jewish Students, helped Jewish students seek 
refuge in the UK during WWII, and spoke out on international crises.

Hi, all! I’m Ábel, a final year psychology student, co-President of Glasgow Jsoc and your grandma’s pick for UJS 
president! 

Diversity, Unity, Hummus

My work inspired a Motion to the Scottish 
Parliament to officially acknowledge 

Holocaust Memorial Day and recognises the 
rise of antisemitism and racism

I helped organize our 
110th Jsoc 

Anniversary party 
where alumni, staff, 
and students from 
across the UK came 

together to celebrate! 
(With lots of Tubi60)

As a World Jewish Congress Lauder Fellow, I 
am organising a nationwide Holocaust 

Memorial Day memorial to bring Holocaust 
remembrance onto the national agenda

Nationally, I have had talks with the First 
Minister and Minister of Education to 

facilitate the dialogue necessary to better 
address the needs of Jewish students

I helped organise the first Scottish Jewish 
Student Summit, which brought together all 

the committees in Scotland for a day of 
learning, fun and bonding!


